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Abstract. Anonymous credential system promise efficient, ubiquitous access to
digital services while preserving user privacy. However, their diffusion is impaired
by the lack of efficient revocation techniques. Traditional credential revocation
measures based on certificate revocation lists or online certification authorities
do not provide privacy and cannot be used in privacy-sensitive contexts. Existing
revocation techniques specifically geared towards anonymous credential systems
are more involved – for the credential issuer, users, as wells as credential con-
sumers – as users have to prove that their credential is still valid, e.g., not included
in a revocation list.

We introduce a novel, non-interactive technique to update issuer-controlled
attributes of anonymous credentials. Revocation is implemented by encoding the
validity time of a credential into one of these attributes. With the proposed proto-
col, credential issuers can periodically update valid credentials off-line and pub-
lish a small per-credential update value on a public bulletin-board. Users can later
download their values and re-validate their credentials to prove possession of a
valid credential for the current time period. Our solution outperforms all prior
solutions for credential revocation in terms of communication and computational
costs for the users and credentials consumers and the issuer’s effort is comparable
to the best prior proposals.

1 Introduction

The increasing number of ubiquitous digital services calls for efficient and pervasive
means of authentication. User-centric identity management solutions like for instance
Cardspace [1] do not only provide such an authentication mechanism, but also allow for
the exchange of user attributes. To promote a global deployment of such systems and
in order to maximize their benefit for democratic societies, authentication and autho-
rization systems must offer a good balance between security, privacy, and performance.
Anonymous credential systems as introduced by Chaum [24] offer strong authentica-
tion and the best possible privacy protection. The recent efficient realizations such as
idemix [15] and U-Prove [10] are well suited to be used in practice even when using
smart cards as authentication tokens [6].
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In an anonymous credential system, the credential issuer provides a user with cre-
dentials that certify her attributes and permissions. The issued credentials allow the
users in turn to perform transactions in which they disclose only the minimum amount
of information required to obtain a service. Moreover, credential issuers do not learn
which certified information are shown to which credential consumers, and issuers and
consumers cannot link any transactions.

When using credentials to access a service it is of course crucial to ensure their valid-
ity and the information they carry. In particular, the support for revocation is essential
for any credential or certification system, independent of what privacy protecting fea-
tures it offers. There are many reasons why a credential needs to be revoked. The user
might have lost her right to carry the credential, the secret key underlying the creden-
tial might have been compromised, or just because the attributes stated in the credential
became outdated. Also, sometimes the application scenario might require a rich revoca-
tion semantic where a credential might only need to be “partially revoked”: for instance,
an expired European passport can still be used to travel within Europe but not to travel
to the USA, or a driver’s license revoked because of speeding could still be valid to
prove the owner’s age or address. Thus the validity checks that need to be done and
therefore the means to use for revocation depend on the particular application scenario.

A possible solution to revocation in the case of non-anonymous credentials is to
“blacklist” all serial numbers of revoked credentials in a so-called certificate revocation
list [26] that can be queried on- or off-line. This solution does not work as such for
anonymous credentials, as revealing a unique serial number of a credential would vi-
olate the unlinkability requirement. However, the general principle of publishing a list
of all valid (or invalid) serial numbers can still work if, rather than revealing the serial
number of their credential, users leverage the minimum disclosure feature of anony-
mous credentials to prove that it is among the list of valid serial numbers, i.e., that this
number is not among the invalid ones. A number of protocols that work along these
lines have been proposed [8,12,13,30,33] where the solution by Nakanishi, Fujii, Hira
and Funabiki [30] seems to be the most elegant one.

A solution inspired by revocation lists is the use of so-called dynamic accumula-
tors [18,16]. Here, all valid serial numbers are accumulated (i.e., compressed) into a
single value that is then published. In addition, dynamic accumulators provide a mech-
anism that allows the user to prove that the serial number of her credential is con-
tained in the accumulated value. Whenever a credential is revoked, a new accumulator
value is published that no longer contains the revoked serial number. Accumulator based
schemes require, however, that users keep track of the changes to the accumulator to be
able to execute their validity proofs. Camenisch, Kohlweiss and Soriente [16] proposed
another accumulator where updates only require multiplications; moreover, computing
the credential update information for the users can be performed by any party as it
requires no secrets. They achieve this at the cost of a very large state, linear in the over-
all number of issued credentials. Moreover, accumulator-based solutions allow only to
invalidate a credential as a whole and do not enable a rich revocation semantic for sce-
narios where partial revocation is required.

A common drawback of the solutions described so far is that they all make proving
and verifying ownership of credentials less efficient (typically about a factor of 2 or
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worse), as not only possession of the credential has to be proven but also that it is still
valid w.r.t. the revocation list/accumulator.

Another solution to revocation of credentials is to limit their lifetime by means of an
expiration date and periodically re-issue non-revoked credentials. Here credentials are
made valid only for a specific period of time (epoch), such as, only for a week, a couple
of days, or hours, depending on the revocation requirements. This requires of course
that the credentials are re-issued periodically. As for anonymous credentials, issuing
is an interactive protocol between the user and the issuer, this puts quite a burden on
the infrastructure, not only in terms of bandwidth and computational power, but also in
terms of availability. Indeed, an issuing of credentials such as electronic ID cards does
typically not happen via the Internet but only in secured environments (as to protect the
signing key) and often involves physical interactions with the user such as visiting a
postal office.

In this paper we study to what extent existing credential systems allow for a non-
interactive update of credentials. The issuing protocol of an anonymous credential sys-
tems typically consists of a protocol between the user and the issuer at the end of which
the user gets a signature on a number of attributes, some of them chosen by and secret
to the user and some of them chosen by the issuer. The idea we follow here is that
the users and the issuer need to run an initialization protocol only once and thereafter
the issuer can just update some values and publish them. Users can then retrieve these
values and then recompute their credentials to make them valid again for the new time
period. In fact, the period for which a credential is valid is only one of the attributes
that a credential can hold; the issuer might want to update other attributes as well and
enable richer revocation semantic. Our solution has the advantage that the verifier does
not need to check any revocation lists and furthermore that the showing and verification
of credentials are as efficient as possible, i.e., there are no extra work or space incurred
by enabling revocation. Moreover the costs for updating credentials are minimal for
users and are comparable to other solutions for the issuer. In fact, the issuer can (pre-)
compute the update off-line and then periodically published the update values.

Performance and tradeoffs. Different applications have very diverse revocation require-
ments. The number of total users, the ratio of revoked users to unrevoked ones, the fre-
quency of credential use, and the speed with which revocation has to take effect are just
some of the parameters that influence the design of a revocation system for anonymous
credentials. In order for the system to scale, the issuer must be able to handle a large
number of users. At the same time, computational resources of user devices may be
limited.

Our solution does not support immediate revocation or very short epochs (e.g., one
hour) as it requires the issuer to provide credential updates for all non-revoked user.
Accumulator-based revocation solutions are better suited for short revocation epochs as
the issuer is not required to provide per-user updates, i.e., each non-revoked user can
update her own witness. However, in application scenarios with infrequent credential
usage such as the Belgian electronic identity card (eID) system with large number of
issued (2,25 million per year) and revoked users (375.000 per year)1 witness updates

1 See http://godot.be/eidgraphs

http://godot.be/eidgraphs
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become exorbitantly expensive, e.g., 10 minutes for the CL accumulator [18], according
to Lapon et al. [29].

While lacking the feature of immediate revocation, our solution only requires the
user to download a short public credential update value and allows for rich revocation
semantic at no additional cost for the show protocol. Hence, it is currently the most
suitable system for the large scale deployment of anonymous credential systems.

As validity period based revocation mechanisms cannot revoke credentials immedi-
ately, they can be combined with accumulator-based solutions for time-critical applica-
tions such as for instance passport control. In the example for the Belgian eID scenario,
one could set the validity period to a day and use accumulators for immediate revoca-
tion. Thus, users would have to process about 1000 revocation updates per day while
the computational load of the issuer to compute credential updates is still feasible. In
addition, for some less critical uses of the eID, the verifier might not have to check for
immediate revocation and hence relieve the user of the accumulator-proof in the show
protocol.

Organization. Instead of considering a whole credential system, we first isolate the
problem by looking at the core building block of many anonymous credential schemes,
i.e., a signature scheme with efficient protocols [19]. We recall this and other crypto-
graphic building blocks in Section 2. In particular we look at the issuing protocol of
these signatures. In Section 3 we propose a new mechanism for the issuing of such sig-
natures: it consists of an interactive part run once and a non-interactive part that can
be repeated arbitrarily many times and that allows the issuer to change the messages
(attributes) of the resulting signature to their current values. We give a definition of
these protocols and procedures and their security requirements in Section 3.1. We then
provide a sample construction of these protocols for a signature scheme based on bi-
linear maps in Section 3.2. In Section 4 we discuss how our new protocols can be used
to construct an anonymous credential system with efficient revocation and attribute up-
dates. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss for which other signature and credential schemes
similar constructions can be developed. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we recall the cryptographic tools used by our scheme. After discussing
efficient zero-knowledge proofs for prime order groups, we look at signature and com-
mitment schemes that operate in the same setting. In particular, aforementioned zero-
knowledge proofs will allow us to prove possession of a signature and to prove that a
blindly issued signature signs a committed messages.

2.1 Discrete-Logarithm-Based Zero-Knowledge Proofs for Prime Order Groups

In the common parameters model, we use several previously known results for prov-
ing statements about discrete logarithms, such as (1) proof of knowledge of a discrete
logarithm modulo a prime [32], (2) proof of knowledge of equality of some element
of representations different elements [25], (3) proof that a commitment opens to the
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product of two other committed values [21,23,9], and also (4) proof of the disjunction
or conjunction of any two of the previous [28].

When referring to the proofs above, we will follow the notation introduced by Ca-
menisch and Stadler [22] for various proofs of knowledge of discrete logarithms and
proofs of the validity of statements about discrete logarithms. For instance,

PK{(α, β, δ) : y = gαhβ ∧ ỹ = g̃αh̃δ}
denotes a “zero-knowledge Proof of Knowledge of integers α, β, and δ such that y =
gαhβ and ỹ = g̃αh̃δ holds” where y, g, h, ỹ, g̃, and h̃ are elements of some groups
G = 〈g〉 = 〈h〉 and G̃ = 〈g̃〉 = 〈h̃〉 that have the same order. (Note that the some
elements in the representation of y and ỹ are equal.) The convention is that variables in
parenthesis, such as “(α, β, δ)”, denote quantities of which knowledge is being proven,
while all other values are known to the verifier. For prime-order groups which include
all groups we consider in this paper, it is well known that there exists a knowledge
extractor which acts as a verifier and can extract these quantities from a successful
prover, if the latter can be rewinded. Also, these proofs can all be done efficiently (in
four rounds and O(k) communication, where k is a security parameter) by using the
transformation by Cramer, Damgård and MacKenzie [27].

2.2 CL-Signature Schemes

A CL-signature scheme CLS [19] extends a conventional signature scheme and consists
of five procedures (KGen, CLSig, CLSVer, CLSProof, CLSPrVer). The procedure KGen
generates the public and secret key of the signer, CLSig produces a signature σ on a
block of messages m1, . . . , mn on input the secret key, and CLSVer outputs 1 iff σ is
a valid signature on m1, . . . , mn w.r.t. the signer’s public key. Finally, (CLSProof ↔
CLSPrVer) is an interactive protocol where a user can prove to a verifier knowledge of
a valid signature on some message m1, . . . , mn such that the verifiers does not learn
any information about the signatures and messages apart from the set {mj}j∈R, where
R ⊂ {1 . . . n} is arbitrarily chosen by the user. The security requirements are that the
signature scheme be unforgeable and that the (CLSProof ↔ CLSPrVer) be a zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge.

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya have presented a scheme secure under the Strong RSA
assumption [19], one under the LRSW assumption [20], and one that is based on the
Boneh, Boyen and Shacham [7] group signature scheme under the Strong Diffie-Hellman
assumption [20]. In the following we described a variant of the latter that was proposed
and proved secure by Au, Susilo and Mu [2].

A CL-signature scheme based on the Au et al. signature scheme. The signature scheme
assumes a non-degenerate bilinear map ê : G×G→ GT of prime order q with genera-
tors h, h0, h1, . . . , hn, where n is a system parameter. The signer’s secret key is x ∈ Zq

while the public key is y = hx .
A signature on messages m1, . . . , mn ∈ Zq is a tuple (A, r, r̂, s) where r, s

$← Zq

are values chosen at random by the signer. The value r̂ ∈ Zq is a value that can be
chosen at random by the user in an interactive issuing protocol. For non-interactive
signature generation, i.e., the CLSig procedure, we assume that r̂ = 0. The original
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signature scheme aggregates r and r̂ into one value. We keep the two values separate
to ease exposition in the following protocols. The value A is computed by the signer as
A = (hhr+r̂

0 hm1
1 · · ·hmn

n )1/(x+s). A signature is verified by checking if ê(A, hsy) =
ê(hhr+r̂

0 hm1
1 · · ·hmn

n , h) holds.
We now show how to implement the (CLSProof ↔ CLSPrVer) protocol. In this

protocol the user proves knowledge of a signature on messages m1 . . . mn but only
reveals an arbitrary subset {mj}j∈R, R ⊂ {1 . . . n} to the verifier. Given a signature
(A, r, r̂, s) on messages m1 . . . , mn ∈ Zq , we want to prove that we indeed possess
such a signature. To this end, we need to augment the public key of the signature with
values u, v ∈ G such that logh u and logh v are unknown. Proving knowledge of a
signature can be done by choosing random values w, w′ $← Zq , computing Ã = Auw,
B = vwuw′

and executing the following proof of knowledge:

PK{(α, β, s, w, w′, {mj}j∈{1...n}\R, r′) : B = vwuw′ ∧ 1 = B−svαuβ ∧
ê(Ã, y)

ê(h
∏

j∈R h
mj

j , h)
= ê(Ã−suαhr′

0

∏

j∈{1...n}\R

h
mj

j , h)ê(u, y)w} ,

where r′ = r + r̂, α = sw, and β = sw′.
Let us explain this proof protocol. The first statement proves the prover’s knowledge

of values w and w′ such that B = vwuw′
. The next statement asserts the prover’s

knowledge of values α, β, and s such that α = sw and β = sw′. Let us consider the
last line. It asserts the prover’s knowledge of further values {mj}j∈{1...n}\R such that

ê(Ã, y) =ê(h
∏

j∈R

h
mj

j , h)ê(Ã−suαhr′
0

∏

j∈{1...n}\R

h
mj

j , h)ê(u, y)w

=ê((
uw

Ã
)shhr′

0

n∏

j=1

h
mj

j , h)ê(u, y)w

holds, where we have made use of the relation α = sw. We can further reformulate this
equation into the following one

ê(
Ã

uw
, y)ê((

Ã

uw
)s , h) = ê((

Ã

uw
)s+x , h) = ê(hhr′

0

n∏

j=1

h
mj

j , h) ,

where x is the secret key of the signer. Thus we must have

(
Ã

uw
)s+x = hhr′

0

n∏

j=1

h
mj

j ,

i.e., that the prover knows a signature (Ãu−w, r′, s) on the messages m1, . . . , mn.
It was proved by Au et al. [2] that the above signature is unforgeable under adaptively

chosen message attack if the Q-SDH assumption [7] holds, where Q is the number of
signature queries. The authors also showed that the associated proof of knowledge is
perfect honest-verifier zero-knowledge.
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2.3 Commitment Scheme

A commitment scheme is a two-phase scheme that allows a user to commit to a hidden
value, while preserving the ability of the user to reveal the committed value at a later
stage. The standard definition of a non-interactive commitment scheme consists of a
setup algorithm ComSetup, and an algorithm Com that is used both in the commit and
reveal stage. ComSetup(1k) outputs public parameters paramsCom for the commitment
scheme. Com(paramsCom, x, open) is a deterministic algorithm that computes C , a
commitment to x, using randomness open . One opens a commitment C by revealing x
and open and verifying that Com(paramsCom, x, open) = C .

A secure commitment scheme is hiding: the value committed to must remain undis-
closed until the reveal stage, and binding: the only value that may a commitment can be
opened to is the one that was chosen in the commit stage. In our protocols we make use
of a commitment scheme that is computationally binding and perfectly hiding:

Definition 1 (Computational Binding). For all probabilistic polynomial time (p.p.t.)
algorithms that on input paramsCom ← ComSetup(1k) output x, x′, open, open′, x 
=
x′, the probability that Com(paramsCom, x, open) = Com(paramsCom, x′, open′) is a
negligible function ν in k.

Definition 2 (Perfectly Hiding). Let Uk be the uniform distribution over the opening
values under public parameters paramsCom ← ComSetup(1k). A commitment scheme
is perfectly hiding if for all x 
= x′ the probability ensembles {Com(ComSetup(1k), x,
Uk)}k∈N and {Com(ComSetup(1k), x′, Uk)}k∈N are equal.

Pedersen commitments. We use the perfectly hiding commitment scheme proposed
by Pedersen [31], that is binding under the discrete logarithm (DL) assumption. For the
parameters paramsCom we will reuse generators u, v of a group G of prime order q from
the CL-signature scheme’s public key. These values fulfill the property that logu(v) is
unknown. A commitment C to x ∈ Zq is generated by choosing at random open $←
Zq and computing C = Com(paramsCom, x, open) = uxvopen . The commitment is
opened by revealing x and open .

In the issuing protocol we also use a generalized of Pedersen commitments computed
as C = hopen

0 hx1
1 · · ·hxn

n that allows to commit to multiple values.

3 Issue Protocol for CL-Signatures with Updates

We formalize the security properties required from a CL-signature scheme with updates,
and give an exemplary construction based on the Au et al. signature scheme.

3.1 Definitions

Let CLS = (KGen, CLSig, CLSVer, CLSProof, CLSPrVer) be a secure CL-signature
scheme and let C = (ComSetup, Com) be a secure commitment scheme. A blind issu-
ing and update scheme for CLS and C consists of five additional procedures SKeygen,
SObtSig, SIssSig, SIssUpd, and SObtUpd that are defined as follows.
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Let � be the number of blindly signed messages. We write m1..n as a shorthand for
m1, . . . , mn, similarly for m1..�,m�+1..n, open1..� and C1..�.

SKeygen(1k). This procedure combines the functions of KGen and ComSetup. On in-
put the security parameter k, the algorithm generates the secret and public keys
for the signature scheme and the parameters for the commitment scheme. It then
augments these keys with all the parameters needed for the issue, and update pro-
cedures. It outputs the augmented secret skI and public key pkI of the issuer. The
latter also includes the commitment parameters paramsCom.

SObtSig(pkI , m1..n, open1..�)↔ SIssSig(skI ,C1..�, m�+1..n) is a protocol between
the user and the issuer. Before running the protocol, the user commits to the mes-
sages m1, . . . , m� that are to be signed blindly. The opening information open1..�

is part of the user’s input, while the commitments C1..� are part of the issuer’s in-
put. The user’s part SObtSig outputs the signature σ on messages m1, . . . , mn, and
the issuer’s part SIssSig outputs the signature state stateσ that will be later used to
update signatures.

SIssUpd(skI , stateσ, m′
�+1..n) on input the state value stateσ for blinded messages

m1, . . . , m�, this procedure outputs a value updateσ that allows to obtain an up-
dated signature on messages m1, . . . , m�, m

′
�+1, . . . , m

′
n.

SObtUpd(pkI , m1..n, m′
�+1..n, σ, updateσ) combines the signature σ on messages

m1, . . . , mn (those for which the user ran the issuing protocol initially) and the
value updateσ to obtain the signature σ′ on messages m1, . . . , m�, m′

�+1, . . . , m
′
n.

We require that the additional procedures do not damage the security of the original
signatures scheme. We formulate this as the following two security requirements: signer
privacy and user privacy. Informally, signer privacy requires that the user does not learn
anything from interacting with the issuer via SIssSig and the updates from the issuer via
SIssUpd other than signatures on the list of messages on which these protocols and
procedures are run. In particular, this includes that the user shall not be able to forge
signatures on other lists of messages.

The user privacy requirement states that the issuer does not learn anything about the
messages m1, . . . , m� when interacting with via SObtSig with the user.

Signer privacy. The idea here is that no p.p.t. adversary A can tell if it is obtaining
signatures from an honest issuer I running SIssSig and receiving signature updates via
SIssUpd or whether it interacts with a simulator S with algorithms SSimIssSig and
SSimUpd for issuing and updating signatures that does not know the issuer’s secret key
but only has access to a signing oracle. We formalize this using two experiments:

Experiment RealSP
A (k) proceeds as follows:

1. Run SKeygen(1k) and hand the secret and public keys to A. Receive messages
m1, . . . , mn and openings open1, . . . , open� fromA. Compute commitments C1←
Com(paramsCom, m1, open1); . . . ;C� ← Com(paramsCom, m�, open�). Run al-
gorithm SIssSig(skI ,C1..�, m�+1..n) withA. The experiment stores the value stateσ

output by SIssSig.
2. Repeat until A stops with output b. Receive messages m′

�+1, . . . , m
′
n from A. Re-

trieve stateσ . Otherwise run SIssUpd(sk, stateσ, m′
�+1..n

), hand updateσ to A.
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Experiment SimulatedSP
A (k) proceeds as follows:

1. Run SKeygen(1k) and hand the secret and public keys to A. Receive messages
m1, . . . , mn and openings open1, . . . , open� fromA. Compute commitments C1←
Com(paramsCom, m1, open1); . . . ;C� ← Com(paramsCom, m�, open�). Compute
σ ← CLSig(skI , (m1..n)) and run SSimIssSig(σ, comm1..�, m�+1..n) with A. The
experiment stores the output stateS of SIssSig and messages m1, . . . , m�.

2. Repeat untilA stops with output b. Receive messages m′
�+1, . . . , m

′
n fromA. Com-

pute σ′ ← CLSig(skI , m1..�, m
′
�+1..n) and run SSimUpd(σ′, stateS , m′

�+1..n),
hand updateσ to A.

The simulator is allowed to rewind the adversary. Let the adversary’s advantage in dis-
tinguishing between the two experiments be AdvSP

A (k) = |Pr[RealSP
A,I(k) = 1] −

Pr[SimulatedSP
A,S(k) = 1]|. Signer privacy requires that AdvSP

A (k) is a negligible
function in k.

We have defined signer privacy in terms of the issue and update sequence of a single
signature, but our definition is strengthened by the fact that the adversary is given the
issuers secret key skI . A simple hybrid argument can be used to show that this defini-
tion implies privacy for many credentials as long as the signature issue protocols are
executed sequentially.

User privacy. No p.p.t. adversaryA can tell if it is issuing signatures to an honest user
U running SObtSig or to a simulator S running SSimObtSig that does not know the
users secret inputs. We formalize this using two experiments:

Experiment RealSP
A (k) proceeds as follows:

1. Receive a signature public key pkI , messages m1, . . . , m�, and openings open1,
. . . , open� fromA.

2. Run SObtSig(pkI , m1..�, open1..�) withA. The experiment outputs the adversary’s
output b.

Experiment SimulatedSP
A (k) proceeds as follows:

1. Receive a signature public key pkI , messages m1, . . . , m�, and openings open1,
. . . , open� from A. Compute C1 ← Com(paramsCom, m1, open1); . . . ;C� ←
Com(paramsCom, m�, open�).

2. Run SSimObtSig(pkI , comm1..�) with A. The experiment outputs the adversary’s
output b.

Again, the simulator is allowed to rewind the adversary. Let the adversary’s advantage
in distinguishing the two experiments be AdvUP

A (k) = |Pr[RealUP
A,U (k) = 1] − Pr

[SimulatedUP
A,S(k) = 1]|. User privacy requires that AdvUP

A (k) is a negligible function
in k.

Note that we require that only the user’s input m1, . . . , m� be hidden from the issuer,
but not necessarily the user’s output σ. The reason that this is sufficient is that in actual
applications (for example, in anonymous credentials), a user would never show σ in the
clear; instead, she would just prove that she knows σ.

Definition 3. We say that UCLS = SKeygen, CLSig, CLSVer, CLSProof, CLSPrVer,
Com, SKeygen, SObtSig, SIssSig, SIssUpd, SObtUpd) is a secure CL-signature scheme
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with updates if the algorithms (SKeygen, CLSig, CLSVer, CLSProof, CLSPrVer) con-
stitute a secure CL-signature scheme, the algorithms (SKeygen, Com) constitute a se-
cure commitment scheme, and SKeygen, SObtSig, SIssSig, SIssUpd, SObtUpd fulfill the
signer privacy and user privacy properties.

3.2 Construction

The main insight that leads to our construction is that issuing credential based on CL-
signatures typically consists of two stages: 1) the user sends to the issuer some form
of commitment to the messages that she wants to be included in the credential and 2)
the issuer extends that commitment into one that covers all the message to be signed
and then computes the signature of all these messages. As the second stage essentially
consists only of computations by the issuer followed by sending the user the signature,
this stage can be repeated any number of times with new messages chosen by the issuer
and instead of sending the result on-line to the user, it can be provided as an update by
any form of communication (e.g., provided for download at a website).

This approach of two stages is possible because for all the CL-signature schemes
that we consider [17,19,20] and in particular for the signature scheme by Au, Susilo
and Mu [2] on which we base our explicit construction, signing consists of computing
a group element from a number of bases where the message to be signed are used as
exponents. Hence, this group element can also be considered as a Pedersen commitment
to all the message. This holds even for the group element computed by the user for the
messages that are hidden from the issuer provided that the user proves to the issuer that
she did do these computations correctly.

We describe a construction for CL-signatures with updates and prove the security of
the issuing protocol and the update algorithms.

SKeygen(1k). On input 1k, pick a non-degenerate efficiently computable bilinear map
ê : G×G→ GT of prime order q with G = 〈h〉. Pick additional bases h0, h1, . . . ,

h�, h�+1, . . . , hn
$← G. The signer’s secret key is x $← Zq while the public key is

y = hx . Publish pkI = (q, G, GT , e, h, h0, h1, . . . , h�, h�+1, . . . , hn, y, u, v). The
secret key skI includes the public key material and x . To speed up computation the
issuer can choose values x1, . . . , xn ← Zq and compute hi = hxi for i = 1..n.
This allows to compute a product

∏n
i=1 hmi

i as h
∑n

i=1 ximi .
SObtSig(pkI , m1..n, open1..�)↔ SIssSig(skI , comm1..�, m�+1..n).

1. U picks r̂
$← Zq , computes P = hr̂

0

∏
i=1..� hmi

i and sends it to I.
2. U engages with I in the following proof of knowledge to convince I that P is

correctly formed.

PK{(r̂, m1..�, open1..�)
�∧

i=1

C =Com(paramsCom, mi, open i)∧P =hr̂
0

∏

i=1..�

hmi

i } .

3. I picks s, r
$← Z

∗
q , computes A = (hPhr

0

∏n
i=�+1 hmi

i )1/(x+s) and sends
(A, r, s) to U .

4. I outputs stateσ = P .
5. U outputs σ = (A, r, r̂, s).
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SIssUpd(skI , stateσ, m′
�+1..n). This algorithm is periodically run by I to update a sig-

nature with state stateσ . I proceeds with the following steps.

1. I picks s′, r′ $← Z
∗
q , computes A′ = (hPhri

0

∏n
i=�+1 h

m′
i

i )1/(x+s).
2. I outputs updateσ = (A′, r′, s′).

If the issuer chooses hi = hxi the computation of A only requires two exponentia-
tion (or rather one two-base multi-exponentiation).

SObtUpd(pkI , m1..n, m′
�+1..n, σ, updateσ). Given a signature σ = (A, r̂, r, s) and

updateσ = (A′, r′, s′) output σ′ = (A′, r′, r̂, s′), if CLSVer(pkI , σ′, m1..�,
m′

�+1..n) = 1 and ⊥ otherwise.

Theorem 1. Under the Strong Diffie-Hellman assumption (that implies the Discrete
Logarithm assumption), the algorithm above together with the Au et al. CL-signature
scheme and the Pedersen constitute a secure CL-signature scheme with updates.

Lemma 1. The SIssSig and SIssUpd algorithms above together with the Au et al. CL
signature scheme and the Pedersen commitment scheme fulfill the signer privacy prop-
erty assuming the security of the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge and commitment
scheme.

Proof. Given a list of commitments C1..� messages m1, . . . , mn and a signature σ =
(A, r̃, 0, s) as input SSimIssSig simulates the adversaries view. Upon receiving the value
P , it interacts with the adversary in a proof of knowledge. The adversary proves that
she knows messages m1, . . . , m� corresponding to C1..� and the randomness r̂ used
to create P . The simulator uses the knowledge extractor of the proof of knowledge to
obtain r̂, and returns (A, r̃ − r̂, s) to the adversary. The state stateS of the simulator
corresponds to r̂.

For each request to generate a signature update, SSimUpd receives messages m′
�+1,

. . . , m′
n and a signature σ′ = (A′, r̃′, 0, s′) as input. The simulator uses r̂ to returns

updateσ = (A′, r̃′ − r̂, s′).
We proof using a sequence of games that RealA(k) and SimulatedA(k) are in-

distinguishable.

Game 1 corresponds to the RealA,I(k) experiment.
Game 2 is the same as Game 1, but the knowledge extractor of the proof of knowledge

is used to extract r̂, m̃1..�, open1..�. If extraction succeeds proceed as in Game 1,
otherwise abort. The probability ν1(k) to distinguish between Game 1 and Game 2
is bounded by the knowledge extraction error of the proof of knowledge protocol.

Game 3 is the same as Game 3, except that the game aborts, if the values m̃1..� ex-
tracted from the proof of knowledge differ from the values m1..� output by the
adversary. The probability ν2(k) to distinguish between Game 2 and Game 3 is
bounded based on the security of the commitment scheme.

Game 4 computes the response of the issuing protocol and all update protocols, by first
computing a signature σ = (A, r̃, 0, s) for messages m1, . . . , mn and m1..�,m′

�+1,n

respectively, and then replying with (A, r̃ − r̂, s). Game 4 is identically distributed
to Game 3 and corresponds to experiment SimulatedA,S(k).
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The adversaries advantage in distinguishing the games is bounded by AdvA(k) <
ν1(k) + ν2(k).

Lemma 2. The SObtSig algorithm above together with the Au et al. CL-signature
scheme and the Pedersen commitment scheme fulfill the user privacy property.

Proof. Given the issuers public key pkI and commitments comm1..� as input, the sim-
ulator SSimObtSig picks a random value P . Then it uses the zero-knowledge simulator
to interact with the adversary in the following proof protocol:

PK{(r̂, m1..�, open1..�) :
�∧

i=1

C =Commit(paramsCom, mi, openi)∧P =hr̂
0

∏

i=1..�

hmi

i } .

As both the commitments C1..� and P are perfectly hiding Pedersen commitments, this
is a proof of a true statement, and the simulation is perfect.

4 Anonymous Credential Systems with Efficient Revocation and
Attribute Update

In this section we will show how to use CL-signatures with updates to design an anony-
mous credential system where credential revocation is accomplished through an effi-
cient, non-interactive protocol for updating credentials. The considered scenario con-
sists of three types of players:

A credential issuer (I) that issues and manages anonymous credentials. One or more
credential verifiers that provide services to users upon show of valid credentials. A
set of users that anonymously obtain credentials from I and show them in a privacy
preserving way to verifiers in order to access their services.

Several research papers describe how to construct anonymous credential schemes
from CL-signatures. The efficient anonymous credential scheme of Camenisch and
Lysyanskaya [17] made use of CL-signatures as an implicit building block that the
same authors later formalized in [19]. Their basic system, however, does not support
attributes. A non-interactive variant of such a credential system was also proposed by
Belenkiy, Chase, Kohlweiss and Lysyanskaya in [5]. Bangerter, Camenisch and Lysyan-
skaya [3] describe a flexible anonymous certification framework that allows for blind
issuing and selective show of credentials that certify multiple user and issuer chosen
attributes. CL-signatures also form the basis for direct anonymous attestation (DAA)
[14]. The DAA protocol makes use of a blindly certified user secret skU . This value
never leaves the trusted platform module and protects the credential against theft and
abuse.

We describe a credential system that combines the features in the above schemes.
In addition, we allow for efficient revocation through the inclusion of time period in-
formation. The anonymous credential system uses the SObtSig ↔ SIssSig protocol to
issue a credential with the following information to the user: the users secret skU , the
credential serial number id, the time period for which the credential is valid t, and d
attributes a1, . . . , ad chosen by the issuer. The key skU is only known to the user and
is certified blindly. The update feature of our CL-signature scheme allows the issuer to
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publish update information for new time periods. As an added benefit, the issuer can
update the users attribute. The latter allows rich revocation semantic as credential can
be partially (i.e., only some of the credential attributes) revoked and/or updated.

More formally, our anonymous Credential System with efficient revocation and up-
dates consists of the following algorithms:

IssuerKeygen(1k) This algorithm is run once by I to setup system parameters. It runs
SKeygen(1k) to create skI and pkI of a CL-signature with Updates scheme. It also
outputs an empty set state where to store issued credentials.

UserKeygen(1k) This algorithm is run only once for each U before she interacts with
the I to obtain any credential. U obtains her secret key skU and the corresponding
public key pkU that might be advertised as the user identity.

ObtainCert(U(pkU , skU ), I(pkI , skI , a1..d, state, t) In this protocol, U obtains a cer-
tified credential with unique serial number id. The latter is arbitrarily chosen by I.
For example, given state as the set of all issued credentials, I might set id to the
next available serial number.
1. The user commits to her secret key as C = Com(paramsCom, skU , open) and

user sends her public key and the commitment to the issuer. The user does a
proof of knowledge that the public key corresponds to the commitment. This
provides the issuer with the guarantee that the credential will be issued to the
correct user.

2. Now the issuer sends the attributes id, t, a1, . . . , ad to the user.
3. The user and the issuer run SObtSig(pkI , skU , id, t, a1..d, open) ↔ SIssSig(

skI ,C , id, t, a1..d), respectively. Note that skU is the only blindly signed mes-
sage, and n = d + 3. The user obtains the signature σ and the issuer obtains
stateσ .

4. The issuer adds record (1, id, stateσ, a1, . . . , ad) to state; the first element of
the record flags the credential as currently valid.

5. The users output is the certificate cert = (σ, id, t, a1, . . . , ad).
InvalidateCerts(state, id) This algorithm is periodically run by I to revise validity sta-

tus of issued credentials. For each credential to be revoked, let id be its serial num-
ber, I replaces record (1, id, stateσ, a1, . . . , ad) in state with record (0, id, stateσ,
a1, . . . , ad); the first element of the record flags the credential as revoked.

UpdateAttributes(state, id, a′
1..d) This algorithm is run by I before producing the up-

dates of each valid credential. It is used to update credential attributes for valid cre-
dentials. The issuer replaces (1, id, stateσ, a1, . . . , ad) in state with (1, id, stateσ,
a′
1, . . . , a

′
d) to reflect the changes to the credential attributes for the current time

period.
CertUpdate(pkI , skI , state, t) This algorithm is periodically run by I to update cre-

dentials that are still valid. For each record (1, id, stateσ, a1, . . . , ad) in state,
the issuer runs SIssUpd(skI , stateσ, id, t, a1..d) and publishes the resulting update
value together with the new attribute values as updateid,t = (updateσ, a1, ...ad).
Note that revoked credentials in state do not get updated.

ProveCert(U(skU , cert , updateid,t, R),V(pkI , t, R) This algorithm is run at time t by
an user U and a verifier V before the latter grants any service to the former. At the
end of the protocol, V only learns that U has a credential issued by I with attributes
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{ai}i∈R that is valid at time t. First, U parses updateid,t as (updateσ, a1, ...ad)
and updates her credential running SObtUpd(pkI , a1..d, σ, updateσ). The updated
certificate is cert = (σ′, id, t, a1, . . . , ad). Where t, a1, . . . , ad correspond to the
current time period and the updated attribute values. Later, she can show her cre-
dential an arbitrary number of time to any verifier. At each show, the user sends
messages {ai}i∈R to the issuer, and performs the following zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge:

PK{(σ, skU , {ai}i∈{1,...,d}\R) : 1 = CLSVer(pkI , σ, skU , id, t, a1..d) ∧ . . . } .

Note that in the above example, credentials are revoked as a whole. Partial revocation
can be achieved using multiple flags per credential. To use the driving licence example
of Section 1, each credential would have a flag to define credential validity for driving
permissions and an additional flag to define its validity for owner identification pur-
poses. Flags could be encoded in the credential and updated independently as required.

Security discussion. In [17] a secure anonymous credentials scheme is defined using an
ideal functionality. The authors show that the extraction and zero-knowledge properties
of the proof system and the unforgeability of the signature scheme guarantee that an ad-
versary attacking the real world anonymous credential system cannot do more damage
than an adversary interacting with the ideal functionality. The signer privacy and user
privacy properties introduced by Belenkiy et al. [5] formalize the needed properties for
the issuing protocol. In addition to what is shown in [5] we show that the non-interactive
signature updates do not leak additional information about the issuers secret key. The
credential show protocol is unchanged and relies on the security of the zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge of signature possession.

5 Efficient Updates for Other Signatures and Anonymous
Credential Schemes

The construction we give in this paper employs a signature scheme based on bilinear
maps. There are however a number of other constructions for signature schemes with
efficient protocols and constructions for group signatures and credential systems. In
this section we discuss whether the approach of introducing validity time periods and
publishing credential/signature update information also applies to other schemes.

CL-signatures. Camenisch and Lysyanskaya have proposed a number of different sig-
nature schemes that allows efficient proofs of knowledge of a signature. Apart from
the one we have already used in our construction, they have proposed a scheme based
on the strong RSA assumption [19] and one based on the LRSW assumption [20]. As
all of these schemes follows the same principles, they can all be extended in the same
way as what we did in our construction. We quickly sketch this for the widely used
CL-signature scheme based on the strong RSA assumption:

The signature σ consists of a tuple (A, r, e) with A = (hhr
0h

m1
1 . . . hmn

n )−emod m,
where m is an RSA modulus. Similarly to our construction based on bilinear maps,
the issue protocol starts with the user sending a value P = hr̂

0h
m1
1 . . . hm�

� that is then
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extended by the issuer to compute a signature on blinded values m1, . . . , m� and issuer
chosen messages m�+1, . . . , mn. This last step can be repeated for different messages
m′

�+1, . . . , m
′
n to implement the update.

Blind-signatures based schemes. The credential schemes by Brands [10,11] employ a
blind Schnorr signature scheme to achieve anonymity. This signature scheme uses hash
functions in a crucial way to achieve unforgeability.

Conceptually, a Schnorr blind signature protocol consists of three steps. The com-
mitment step, the challenge step, and the response step. The first and the last step are
computed by the signer. To achieve blindness, the user (signature receiver) needs to
compute the challenge as a hash value on the values of the commitment step and the
user’s public key h′ = gα

0

∏n
i=1 gmi

i , that encodes his attributes (see Chapter 4 of [11]).
The user then blinds (randomizes) the challenge before the signer can compute signa-
ture values in the final response step using its signing secret key. It thus seems inherent
that the user needs to do this hash function computation for every signature and thus,
signature updates cannot be done non-interactively. A solution that works partially is as
follows. The user could prepare many blind signatures and then send them all at once to
the signer. The signer could then finish the individual protocols as needed (e.g., one in
each epoch). This, however, works only if all the messages (e.g., attributes of a creden-
tial) are fixed at the time the user prepares all these blind signatures. Thus, the signer
would not be able to update any of the messages in the update phase which seems to
be a severe limitation. Furthermore, the user would have to store all the blinding values
of all the prepared blind signatures (or to regenerate them from a seed using a suitable
pseudo-random function).

Other schemes. Belenkiy el al. [5,4] have proposed so-called P-signatures that are based
on bilinear maps and allow one to use Groth-Sahai non-interactive proofs for proving
knowledge of a signature. However, issuing signatures in their schemes is highly in-
teractive and it seems not possible to apply our approach to these schemes as they are
now.

An approach that works for all interactive and non-interactive CL and P-signature
schemes is to combine an interactively issued signature that contains the attribute values
that should be blindly signed and the credential identifier id, with a plain signature that
contains the same identifier, the time period t, and all issuer attributes. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the prove protocol becomes twice as expensive, as the user now
has to prove possession of two signatures.

When considering related schemes such as group signatures and identity escrow, we
see that our approach can in general not be used as they do not have a means to include
a validity time period identifier. However, many of them are constructed along the lines
of using a CL-signature to sign a group member’s secret key and then defining a group-
signature to be a non-interactive proof of knowledge of a CL-signature by the group
manager on a secret key. For these schemes, it is of course not hard to extend them such
that the group manager signs also a second message being an epoch identifier and hence
our approach can be used.
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6 Conclusion

Despite a growing concern for user privacy in a cyber-world, the diffusion of Anony-
mous Credential Systems is impaired by the lack of efficient protocols. Use of non-
interactive protocols, rich revocation semantic and minimal overhead at show time
are key features to enable the adoption of Anonymous Credential Systems in privacy-
preserving scenario with large number of users.

In this paper we have introduced a signature scheme with updates that can be used
in anonymous credential systems to enable efficient, semantically rich revocation. Our
scheme allows for non-interactive credential update as well as partial revocation/update.
Moreover, it enjoys no overhead in the show protocol to prove that a credential is non-
revoked. Updates can be performed off-line and later published on a public bulletin
board for users to download them. Also, users can miss an arbitrary number of updates,
that is, the latest update to their original credential suffices to prove its possession.
Compared to previous solutions for revocation, our approach is much more efficient
for showing and verifying credentials (there is no additional cost), more flexible (it ad-
dresses even updates of attributes), and has a similar overhead for managing revocation
status as previous solutions.
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